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Abstract. The notion of ideal convergence in  –normed spaces was defined and 

studied by Gürdal [1] for single real sequences. After Gürdal work Saeed Sarabadan and 

Sorayya Talebi [2] defined and studied the notion of ideal convergence in  –normed spaces 

for double sequences. The space of all double sequences of  –bounded variation has been 

defined and studied by Vakeel [3]. In this present article we are working on to connect the 

above two studies and define some new spaces double sequences of  –bounded variation in 

 –normed spaces using the moduli         and some others operators as well. Further, we 

study basic topological and algebraic properties and prove some inclusion relations on these 

spaces. 

Keywords: Invariant mean, sequence of  –bounded variation,  –normed space, 

paranormed space,  –convergence,  –Cauchy,  –bounded double sequence over  –normed 

space. 

  

 

  1. INTRODUCTION  
 

 

Throughout the article, let     and   denote the set of natural, real and complex 

numbers respectively. Let us denote   for the space of all real or complex sequences   
     where    . Recall that, a sequence          is said to be statistically convergent 

to      if for each      the natural density of the set                equal zero. The 

notion of ideal convergence was first introduced by Kostyrko et al. [4] as an interesting 

generalization of the concept we just mentioned above which was introduced by Fast [5] and 

Steinhaus [6] independently for the real sequences. On other hand, the concept of  –normed 

spaces was initially developed by Gähler [7]. Recently ideal convergence in  –normed spaces 

has been studied by Gürdal [1]. As a continuation of the work provided by Gürdal, Saeed 

Sarabadan and Sorayya Talebi [2] defined and studied the notion of ideal convergence in  –

normed spaces for double sequences.  

In this article we continue in the same direction and studying the concept of ideal 

convergence in  –normed spaces by considering the specific type of sequences, that is double 

sequence of  –bounded variation which was defined by Vakeel [3] and define some new 

spaces of these double sequences by using the double sequence of moduli         and some 
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others operators as well. In addition, we study basic topological and algebraic properties and 

prove some inclusion relations on these spaces. 

 

Definition 1.1 [7]  Let   be a real vector space of dimension    where      .  

A  –normed on   is a function             which satisfying the following conditions:   

(i).           if and only if       are linearly dependent in  ,  

(ii).         =        ,  

(iii).                     for any       
(iv).                             

is called a  –norm on   and the pair           is called a  –normed space over     
 

Example 1.1 [1]  Take      being equipped with the 2-norm       := the area of the 

parallelogram spanned by the vectors   and  , which may be given explicitly by the formula  

 

                                                
  

Definition 1.2 [2]  A double sequence       in a  –normed space           is said to be 

converge to some     if for every     there exists a positive integer   such that  

 

                                                       
 

Definition 1.3 [2] A double sequence       in a  –normed space           is said to be 

Cauchy with respect the  –norm if there exist a two positive integers               such 

that  

 

    
     

                                          

 

If every Cauchy sequence in   converges to some number      then   is said to be 

complete with respect to the  –norm. Any complete  –normed space is said to be a  –Banach 

space.  

 

Definition 1.4 [8]  A double sequence       in a  –normed space           is said to be 

statistically convergent to      if for each      for every nonzero      the double natural 

density of the set                     equal zero.  

 

Definition 1.5 [9]  Let   be a linear metric space. A function       is said to be 

paranorm, if for all          
(i).         for all       

(ii).               
(iii).                   for all         
 

If      is a sequence of scalars with      as      and    is a sequence of vectors 

with           as      then             as     )  [10]. 

A paranorm   for which        implies that     is called total paranorm and the 

pair       is called a total paranormed space. It is well known that the metric of any linear 

metric space is given by some total paranorm ([11] - Theorem 10.4.2, p. 183).  

Let    and   denotes the Banach spaces of bounded and convergent sequences 

      , respectively with the usual norm             . Let   be a one–to–one mapping 

from the set of positive integers into itself having no finite orbits for all positive integers and 
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  be an operator on    defined by                  for all          .  A 

continuous linear functional   on    is said to be an invariant mean or  –mean if and only if:   

(i).        where the sequence        has      for all     
(ii).        where               

(iii).               for all        

By    (see, [12]) we denote the set of bounded sequences of all whose invariant means 

are equal. That is  

 

             

 

   

                                                     

  

where         and  

 

         
                 

   
                                                         

 

where       denote    –iterate of   at  . Invariant means have recently been studied by 

Ahmad and Mursaleen [13], Raimi [14] and many others. Later on, the concept of invariant 

mean for double sequences was defined in [15]. 

 

Definition 1.6  A sequence       is of  –bounded variation if and only if:             
converges uniformly in  ,                which must exist, should take the same value for 

all  .  

 

By     we denote the space of all sequences of  –bounded variation which was 

defined by Mursaleen [16] as follow:  

 

            

 

   

                                                               

 

where  

                                                                                    

 

having the following properties, for any sequences     and scalar  ,   

 

                        
 

                 
 

Vakeel et al. [17] developed the same space we just mentioned above to a double 

sequences. Later with the help of the concept of  –convergence, Vakeel et al. [18] have 

defined many different spaces related to the space     that is being studied. For more details 

see [3, 19-21]. 

 

Definition 1.7 [22]  Let   be a non–empty set. A family of sets      is said to be an ideal 

in   if :   

(i).     ,  

(ii).   is additive, that is               
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(iii).   is hereditary, that is            .  

   

• An ideal      is said to be non–trivial if        

• A non–trivial ideal      is said to be admissible if                 

• A non–trivial ideal      is said to be maximal if there cannot exist any non–trivial   

     ideal     containing   as a subset.  

 

Definition 1.8 [22] A non–empty family of sets      is said to be a filter on   if and only 

if   

(i).       
(ii). For      we have        

(iii). For each     with     implies    .  

  

 Remark 1.1 [22] For each ideal   there is a filter      which corresponds to   (filter  

associate with ideal  ), that is  

 

                                                                           
  

Definition 1.9 [2] A double sequence       in a  –normed space           is said to be 

  convergent to a number     if, for every    , the set  

 

                                                                   

 

and we write                     
 

Definition 1.10 [2] A double sequence       in a  –normed space           is said to be  –null 

if, for every    , the set  

 

                                                                        

 

and we write                     
 
Definition 1.11 [2] A double sequence       in a  –normed space           is said to be  –

Cauchy if, for each    , there exists a numbers        and        such that the set  

 

                                                      

 

Definition 1.12 [20] A double sequence       in a  –normed space           is said to be 

  –bounded if there exists      such that, the set  

 

                                               
 

Definition 1.13 [20] A double sequence space   is said to be solid or normal, if            

whenever         and for any double sequence of scalars       with          , for all 

            
 

Definition 1.14 [20] A double sequence space   is said to be symmetric, if             

whenever        , where        is a permutation on       
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Definition 1.15 [20] A double sequence space   is said to be sequence algebra, if       

                  whenever             
 

Definition 1.16 [20] A double sequence space   is said to be convergent free, if         

whenever         and       implies that       for all             
 

Definition 1.17 [20] Let                                            

and let   be a double sequence space. A  –step space of   is a double sequence space  

 

   
                         

 

A canonical pre–image of a double sequence           
  is a double sequence 

         defined by 

      
                   

                  
   

 

A canonical pre–image of a step space is a set of canonical pre–images of all elements 

in   
 , i.e.,   is in the canonical pre–image of   

  iff   is a canonical pre–image of some 

element     
    

 

Definition 1.18 [20] A double sequence space   is said to be monotone, if it is contains the 

canonical pre–images of it is step space. 

The idea of modulus function was introduced by Nakano [23] in 1953.  It is defined as 

a function               satisfying the following conditions:   

(i).          if and only if    ,  

(ii).                  for all      ,  

(iii).   is increasing,  

(iv).   is continuous from the right at zero.  

Ruckle [24] used the idea of a modulus function   to construct the sequence space  

 

               
               

 

The space      is closely related to the space    which is an      space with 

       for all real    . Thus Ruckle [25, 26] proved that, for any modulus    

 

                           
 

The spaces      is a Banach space with respect to the norm.  

 

        
              

After then Kolk [27, 28] gave an extension of      by considering a sequence of 

modulus functions called the moduli        and defined the sequence space:  

 

                            
 

From the above four properties of modulus function it can be clearly seen that      

must be continuous everywhere on      .  For a sequence of moduli, we have further two 

properties:   
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            for all    , 

 

              uniformly in   and for     . 

 

Example 1.2 Let   be a function from       to      . If we take      
 

   
 , then the 

function   is a bounded modulus function and if we take        ,      , then   is an 

unbounded modulus function.  

 

The following popular inequalities will be used throughout the article. Let         

be the bounded double sequence of positive real numbers. For any complex    with       

                 we have  

 

                     
 

Let                then for the factorable double sequences       and       in the 

complex plane, we have  

 

          
           

         
                                                       

 

for all   and  . Also      
               

   for all    . We used the following lemmas to 

establish some results of this article.  

 

Lemma 1.1  [29] Every solid space is monotone.  

 

Lemma 1.2  Let        and      If      then         
 

Lemma 1.3  If      and      If      then         
 

 

2. MAIN RESULTS 

 

 

Let   be an admissible ideal of    , let         be a double sequence of moduli, 

let           be a  –normed space, let         be a factorable double sequence of strictly 

positive real numbers, let         be the space of all double sequences defined over the  –

normed space          , then for each    , we define the following new spaces of double 

sequences:  

 

      
                                            

                                                                                 

                  
       

                                            

                                                                                        (2.2) 
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                          . (2.4) 

 

 We also denote  

 

       

                   
                                     

 and  

         

                      
                                      

 

Theorem 2.1  For any sequence of moduli   the spaces of double sequence 

 

     
                     

                      

               and         

                 

 

are linear spaces.  

 

Proof. We shall proof the result for the space      
               , for other spaces the proof 

will follow similarly. Let        ,              
                be two arbitrary 

elements and let  ,   are scalars. Now, since        ,              
               , 

then, there exists         such that the sets  

 

                                         
 

 
                              (2.5) 

 

                                          
 

 
                               

 

Since   is sequence moduli, we have, 

 

                                               

                                                   

                                                          (2.7) 

  

Therefore, by (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), we have,  

 

                                                           

                                                                      
 implies that  

 

                                                              

But        ,              
               are arbitrary elements. Therefore 

                   
               and for        ,              

              . 

Hence,      
                is linear spaces.  

 

Theorem 2.2  The inclusions  

 

       
                    

                     
                      

  

Proof. For this let us consider               
               . It is obvious that it must   

belong to      
                Consider  
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Taking the limit on both sides we get  

 

      
   

                             

 

Hence             
              . 

Now it remains to show that      
                     

               . For this let 

us consider             
              , then  

 

      
   

                             

Consider  

 

                                                                     
 

Taking the supremum on both sides we get  

 

    
   

                           

 

Hence               
               .  

 

Lemma 2.1 Let   be a modulus function and let      . Then for each    , one has 

 

                                                                                 
  

Theorem 2.3  Let         be a sequence of moduli and                      

 . Then the following statements hold:   

 

     
                    

                
 

       
                       

                 
  

Proof. For some    , choose      such that       
    

    . By the continuity of 

        for all          , we can choose some         such that for every   with 

      we have  

                                                                  (2.9)  

Let             
            , then for some    ,     and for every    , 

               , we have  

 

                                             

 

Therefore for        , we have  
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So by inequality (2.9), we have  

 

                            
 

                              
    

      
 

                                            
 

This implies that        
              . Hence      

                 
          

    . The other part can be proved similarly. The inclusion is strict as for the reverse inclusion 

we need the condition given in the next theorem.  

 

 Theorem 2.4  Let         be a sequence of moduli if                         for all 

           ,  then   

 

     
                    

                
 

       
                       

                 
  

Proof. (i) To prove      
                    

              , it is sufficient to show that 

     
                     

              Let       
              , then, by definition, we 

get  

                                                         (2.10) 

  

By the given condition                       for all          , we have 

       for all      , that is,  

 

                                      

 

                                                            (2.11) 

 

from inequalities (2.10) and (2.11), we get  

 

                                                           (2.12) 

  

which consequently implies that  

 

                             
 

That is,  

 

                                                         (2.13) 

 

This implies that       
            . Hence      

                   
            . 

Hence, from the previous theorem and inclusion (2.13), we get the required result. The other 

part can be proved similarly.  
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Corollary  Let        
   and        

   be a sequence of moduli if                     

for all          , then   

 

     
                       

                 
 

       
                          

                . 

  

 Theorem 2.5  Let        
   and        

   be sequence of moduli, then   

 

                                    . 
 

                                                        , 
 

for       
          

            

          

 . 

 

Proof. For some    , we choose      such that      
   . Now as    is a sequence of 

moduli, we can choose         such that, for every         we get         . Let 

            
               . Then by definition, we have  

 

                    
                                  (2.14) 

 

For        , we get  

 

      
                                           

                         
 

Now, by the continuity of   , we have  

 

         
                          

 

which further implies that  

 

         
                                

 

which implies that  

 

                 
                              

 

Therefore  

 

       
                   

 

The rest result can be proved similarly.  

Let       
                    

               . Then by the definition of both the 

spaces, we get  

      
                         

 and  
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using the fact that                         , we have  

 

 

      
                                

                     

       
                     

                        

 

So we get  

 

                  
                                      (2.15) 

 

Therefore we have       
                    . Hence we have  

 

      
                    

                    
                     

 

The rest results  can be proved similarly.  

 

Theorem 2.6 For any sequence of moduli   and a factorable double sequence of strictly 

positive real numbers        , the spaces       
                and  

        

                are solid and monotone.  

  

Proof. Let us consider        
                and for         

                the proof will 

be similar.  Let               
                be an arbitrary element, then  

 

                                  
 

Let     be a double sequence of scalars with         for        Now,   is a 

sequence of moduli. Therefore  

 

 
                                                     

          
                      

 

                                                                             

  

                                                      

 

Thus we have              
               . Hence        

                is solid. 

Therefore by lemma 1.1 the space        
                is monotone. The rest results can be 

proved similarly.  

Theorem 2.7  For any sequence of moduli   and a factorable double sequence of strictly 

positive real numbers      , the spaces        
                and      

               are 

not convergence free.  

 

Proof. To show this, let      and        for all          Now consider the double 

sequences       and       which is defined as follows:  
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Then we have       belong to both        
                and      

              , but 

      does not belong to        
                and      

              . Hence, the spaces 

       
                and      

               are not convergence free.  

 

Theorem 2.8  The spaces      
               and        

                are sequence 

algebra.  

 

Proof. Let                       
                be any two arbitrary elements, such 

that  

      
   

                           

 

      
   

                           

 

                                                          

 

Therefore,  

                                           
 

               
   

                                   

 

Therefore we have                
               . Hence        

                is   

sequence algebra. The rest results can be proved similarly.  

 

Theorem 2.9 For any sequence of moduli   and a factorable double sequence of strictly 

positive real numbers        , the spaces      
               and       

               are 

neither solid nor monotone in general.  

 

Proof. Here we give counter example for establishment of this result. Let       
  and 

      

 . Let us consider      and       , for all              . Consider, the K–

step space                 of                defined as follows: 

Let                        and                         be such that  

 

      
                            

                            
  

 

Consider the double sequence        defined by         for all      . Then 

            
               and       

              , but K–step space pre–image does 

not belong to      
               and       

              . Thus      
               and 

      

               are not monotone and hence they are not solid.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

In this present paper we have defined and introduced some spaces of  –convergent 

double sequences of  –bounded variation, that is 

 

   
                        

                       
                                       

 

over  –normed spaces by using different operators. In addition, we studied some basic 

topological and algebraic properties of these spaces. These definitions and results provide new 

tools to deal with the convergence problems of double sequences occurring in many branches 

of science and engineering. 
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